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Magnetic potential can relate to: Magnetic vector potential, a vector whose curl is equal to magnetic B field Magnetic scale potential, magnetic analogue of electrical capacity Disambiguation page providing references to topics that can be mentioned in the same search termThis disambiguation page lists articles related to the title Magnetic Potential. If an
internal link has brought you here, you can change the link to point directly to the intended article. Extracted from the Magnetic Analogue Of The Electrical Capacity of Valid External Materials Part of a series of articles on Electromagnetism Electricity Magnetism History Textbooks Electrical Charge Coulombe Law Conductor Density Allow Electric Dipole
Moment Electric Field Electric Power Power Power Flow / Potential Energy Electrostatic Discharge Gauss Act Induction Insulator Polarization The Density Static Electricity Triboelectricity Magnetic Energy Amper Law Biot-Savart Law Gauss Act for Magnetism Magnetic Field Magnetic Field Magnetic Dipole Moment Magnetic Permeability Magnetic
Resocperation Magnetic Scalability Magnetic Zoom Force Right Rule Electrodynamics Lorenz The Force Of Law Electromagnetic Induction Law Faraday Law Lenz Moving the current Magnetic Vector Capacity of Maxwell Equation Electromagnetic Field Electromagnetic Field Electromagnetic PulseIn radiation Maxwell Tensor Pointing vector Lynard-
Wiechert potential Jefimenko's equation Eddie current London equation Mathematical descriptions of the electromagnetic field Electric Grid Alternating then Condensate Direct Current Electrolysis Current Density Joule Heating Electro-Power Impedance Induction Ohm Law Parallel Scheme Resistance Resonant Cavity Series Cycle Tension Waveguides
Covariant Formula Electromagnetic Tensor (stress-energy tensor) Four-stream Electromagnetic four potential scientists Amper Biot Pendant Davy Einstein Faraday Fizeau Gauss Heaviside Henry Herz Yule Lenz Lenz Ersted Erstead Ohm Richie Savart Singer Tesla Volta Weber Vte Magnetic scalar potential, ψ, is the amount in the classic electromagnet It
is used to determine the magnetic H-field in cases where there are no free currents, thus similarly using the electric One important ψ is the identification of the magnetic field due to permanent magnets when their magnetization is known. The potential is valid in any region with zero current density, so if the currents are limited to wires or surfaces, parts of the
solution can be stitched together to provide a description of the magnetic field at all points in space. Magnetic scalar the potential of flat magnets Coded as color from positive positive through zero (yellow) to negative (aqua). Large-scale potential is a useful quantity in the description of the magnetic field, especially for permanent magnets. In a simply
connected domain where there is no free current, ∇ × H No. 0, displaystyle abla times mathbf H 00, therefore, we can determine the magnetic scale potential ψ, as ∇ ψ. Display-style matbf H-abla (psi.) Using the definition of H: ∇ ⋅ B - μ 0 ∇ ⋅ (H - M ) - 0 , displaystyle abla c mathdotbf (B) -2 {0}abla ' cdot (left) (matebaf)0, it follows that ∇ 2 ψ ∇ ⋅ H ∇ ⋅. Display
style abla {2}-psi -abla kdot matov H abla) cdot (mathbf) .. Here, ∇ ⋅ M acts as a source for the magnetic field, just as ∇ ⋅ P acts as a source for the electric field. Just like the associated electric charge, the amount of m th th ∇ ⋅ M display style rhom-abla cdot mathbf M called a bound magnetic charge. If there is a free current, you can subtract the contribution
of free current to the Biot-Savart law from the overall magnetic field and solve the remainder using the scalable potential method. To date, there has been no reproducible evidence of the existence of magnetic monopolies. Notes : Vanderlind (2005, page 194-199) - Griffiths, David (2013). Introduction to electrodynamics. Pearson. 241-242. ISBN
9780321856562. Links Duffin, WJ (1980). Electricity and magnetism, the fourth edition. McGraw Hill. ISBN 007084111X. Jackson, John David (1999), Classical Electrodynamics (3rd), John Wylie and Sons, ISBN 0-471-30932-X Vanderlind, Jack (2005). Classical electromagnetic theory. Bibkod:2005cet. Book..... V. doi:10.1007/1-4020-2700-1. ISBN 1-4020-
2699-4.CS1 maint: ref'harv (link) extracted from Magnetic Potential refers either to magnetic vector capacity (A) or magnetic scaly potential. Both types of magnetic potential are alternative ways of re-expressing the magnetic field (B) in a form that may be more convenient for calculation or analysis. This is similar to how the electric field (E) can be
conveniently re-expressed in terms of electrical potential .). A is a type of vector potential associated with B through . However, it is a type of scalal potential associated with B through, but, unlike magnetic vector capacity, its use is limited to cases such as zero-density regions of free current. In contrast, electrical potential is a type of scalable potential
associated with an electric field (E) through. Magnetic potential is often more complex than electrical potential due to its often vector nature and the complex effects of magnetic materials (e.g. osteos). SIMION 7.0-8.1.0 traditionally processed only scaly potential, with poles of infinite permeablities that can be modeled with magnetic PA and with the Laplace
equation (Clarify). The early access mode (which allows beta testing of functions planned for SIMION 8.2) already has some capabilities to handle variable permeability in magnetic scalable potential, as well as magnetic vector potential with currents. They can be solved in accordance with poisson's equation with Poisson Solver in SIMION and demonstrated
in the example of SIMION: magnetic_potential. These features are described below. Below is a summary of the theory of magnetic potential, including the equations and the conditions under which it can be solved numerically, for example, with SIMION. This is just a review. Additional information is available in standard guides such as Griffiths, as well as
wikipedia: Magnetic_potential. According to Maxwell's equations, B magnetic fields may or may not be rotating (i.e., depending on the conditions, but they are not always divergences (i.e.). Since any field without divergence can be re-expressed as a curl of any other vector field (though not unambiguously), we therefore determine the potential of the magnetic
vector (A) according to . The rationale for using A is that we have useful tools for calculating A, and after finding A we can easily identify B from this definition. Magnetic field B is closely related to the magnetic field H, where magnetization is located. associated with the density of the associated current (e.g. in a permanent magnetic material), while associated
with the density of free current, as seen in Maxwell's equations under independent time conditions. Problems can be more conveniently solved from an H perspective, as it is often not known. Applying the H field to the material can cause magnetism in this material, and this link can be alternately written where permeability. Permeability is a scalable constant
in the simplest case, but in general it can be a function of environmental factors, including the field, it can be tensor, and it can have a hisseres (memory effects). Permeability can be alternately expressed in terms of its mutual, health. We can also talk about relative eternity or relative blustibility: . The association above (independent of time) and gives We
seek to resolve this known distribution in space and known boundary conditions on A. Then we can determine B from A. If it is a constant, then in 3D Descartes the aforementioned equation can be rewritten, as these are three separate instances of the Poisson equation with scalable variables, each of which is self-solved with The Sim , Early Access Mode).
If this is not permanent, then that is not currently decided in SIMION in general, but in specific cases are below. In 2D planar coordinates (should not be permanent), where only z components A and non-zero, Poisson's single equation: In 2D cylindrical coordinates, where only azimuthal azimutal components A and j are not zero, it also resembles one
equation 2D planar Poisson: where we actually settle for . In regions where the density (free) current is zero, field H is irrotacial (i.e.), and iprotation fields can also be presented as a gradient of scale potential, so that in this case we can determine magnetic large-scale potential as . Suitable. Magnetic large-scale potential is similar to electrical potential.
Combining this expression for B with gives, which is the Poisson equation that can be solved by Poisson Solver's SIMION (in all symmetries and regardless of whether it is permanent or not). For the permanent, it comes down to the Laplace equation. If your space problem is filled with constant, except for areas of materials with very large (approximately
infinite ones such as mu-metals), we can still solve at will only with the Laplace equation, presenting an area of infinite permeability as the conditions of the Dirichlet boundary in the Laplace equation, although it requires the capacity to apply to these boundary conditions (the concept is similar to how the insulator with the infinite constant conducts itself as a
continuous conductor and this page has similar comments on moo metals). Also note that for permanent magnets (known), and implied (Poisson Equation). Even if it is non-zero, magnetic vector potential can still be avoided using reduced magnetic scaly potential. Let's be a component of the H-field only due to free current sources that are divergences and
calculated through the Biot-Savart Act. When this is deducted from H, we get an irotacial field that has scalable potential determined. The discrepancy is expressed as (Poisson Equation). In the case, it comes down to the Laplace equation. Differences can lead to loss of accuracy, but can be improved by both reduced and overall scalal potentials in different
regions of the problem. Thus, in a special case of zero current density, H magnetic fields can also be presented as a (negative) gradient of scalal potentials similar to that in electric fields. However, in general, B magnetic fields should be presented as a curl of vector potentials A, which happen to decrease to scalars in cases of 2D symmetry. Scalar potentials
and vector potentials that are reduced to scalars varying amounts, although not to be confused. When attacking a problem, note this: the magnetic vector potential can always be used, but you can alternately use magnetic scalar potential (simply) if the current density is zero. The magnetic vector potential is reduced to scalable in 2D symmetries. Not
constant permeability 3D is more complex to deal with magnetic vector potential (and is not currently processed by SIMION in this initial implementation), but can be processed with magnetic scaly potential. Another complication of complication in general may be a function of the B-field, but we use to solve for B. This complex problem can be solved by self-
dedicated methods (analgues for the treatment of non-linear forms of dielectric). However, just as dielectric constants can be a function of field direction E, it can also be a function of field direction B (i.e. anisotropic), with which Poisson Solver in SIMION currently fails. Another real possibility is that it is a function of the past state of material
(Wikipedia:Hysteresis), which we call hard rather than soft materials (Wikipedia: Coercion); for example, the shapes of iron can be hard or soft. See also Magnets and Hawkes and Kaser Principles of Electronic Optics Volume 1, p.64. The rocky magnetic potential is similar to the scalal potential in electric fields (i.e. voltage). The magnetic field vector is a
negative gradient of skalar magnetic potential, just as the electric field vector is a negative gradient of electrostatic potential. SIMION can solve the rocky magnetic potential by using the Laplace equation in the same way that the electrical potential is solved, and after that the magnetic field vector can be immediately obtained and used to address the
trajectory of particles. Unfortunately, not all magnetic fields can be expressed as scalars, but rather as vectors, and the sense of potential may be less intuitive with magnetic fields. Magnetic potential will be scaled under certain conditions, for example, when there is no current density in the domain by model (and in a different way, if the system has 2D
symmetry). Beware also that, unlike the electrostatic case, the magnetic surfaces of the pole do not usually have a fully uniform magnetic potential throughout their surface, permeability is not infinite (see page 2-10 chapter 2 SIMION 8.0/7.0 guide to discuss this). This creates difficulties because the surfaces of permanent capacity are usually used to
determine boundary conditions for field resolution. However, if the permeability is infinite, or at least very large, and the area is sufficiently defined, then the surface will have permanent potential, and border conditions are more easily identified in SIMION. Often there is only one potential difference (i.e. between the two poles) to determine, and that the
potential can be scaled to give the desired intensity of the field between the magnetic poles. Technically speaking, in SIMION, scalable magnetic potential is usually expressed in terms of a potential SIMION array. In SIMION, you can create an array of magnetic potential just as you create an array of electrostatic potential; The magnetic potential array may
contain magnetic electrodes of arbitrary shape and which are assigned to skalar magnetic potentials. Then you can have SIMION SIMION calculates the rocky magnetic potential of non-polar points with The Laplas Laplace just like for electrostatic electrodes. SIMION then uses them to calculate magnetic fields in space. You may need to set a magnetic
scaling factor so that the fields correspond to the real gauss units. Calculated fields may not even be homogeneous with fringe effects, as viewed by the EXAMPLE of the SIMION magnet (e.g. see screenshots of a 90-degree bend of the magnet, examples/magnet/mag90.iob included in the SIMION examples). This calculation ignores any permeability and
umenability effects. Another approach is to use SL Tools to convert external field data directly into a potential SIMION array (without clarification) of magnetic scalality or magnetic vector potential. Below is a simple example of creating a uniform magnetic field using the magnetic scaly potential of the array. In particular, pay attention to the annotations in red:
the type of array is set magnetic. Symmetry is set on a 2D cylindrical or 2D planar, i.e. z'1 (not necessarily, but it keeps memory usage small, as noted earlier). The ng scaling factor is set at 20, which is equal to the distance between the electrodes (mm). Cm. 2-10 SIMION 8.1/8.0/7.0 manuals to explain this important moment and limitations. The purpose of
this scaling factor is only to get the units right. NOTE SIMION 8.1: In SIMION 8.1, ng is not necessarily interpreted as a mesh unit anymore, but rather a distance of mm in PA (as measured before any re-scaling of that PA on-screen view of the PAs zgt; positioning scale). The size of the PA cell (before any re-measurement) by default is 1 mm/gu in SIMION
8.1, and it's always SIMION 8.0, and in this case there's no difference between measuring ng in grid blocks and mm distances. Two electrodes of V1 and V2 potentials (V2 V1 and 1 V) are drawn. With the ng factor installed above, it will produce a field (V2 - V1) gauss in the center (but that's roughly if there are fringe fields like there are here, because the
empty space is left at the top). Check the magnetic field with SIMION Data Recording or hover over the volume. This method is used by various examples in the SIMION example: a magnet. Magnet. scalar and vector magnetic potential pdf. difference between scalar and vector magnetic potential. electric scalar potential and magnetic vector potential.
magnetic scalar and vector potential ppt. difference between electric scalar potential and magnetic vector potential. magnetic vector potential and magnetic scalar potential difference
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